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Introduction
More cities and municipalities around the world are starting to use modern 
technology to their advantage. The most advanced are taking advantage of sensors 
and the Internet of Things (IoT) to gain new insights into operations and to power 
consumer-facing applications. However, in many cases, different departments or 
parts of a municipality are working in isolation. For instance, the environmental and 
housing departments in one city might separately deploy their own sensors and 
develop their own applications.
 
Seeing the opportunity for cities and municipalities to achieve advantages by sharing 
their efforts and the data they generate and gather, the climate company Nuhma 
teamed with Cipal Schaubroeck to launch myCSN. One of the key enablers for the 
myCSN cloud-based Platform as a Service (PaaS) was Mesosphere DC/OS Platform 
from D2iQ.
 

Challenge: 
Activating Their Vision With Modern Architecture 

As Luc Van Maldeghem, general manager of myCSN, explains, “Our goal is making 
cities of any size smart. Doing that requires collecting and aggregating data 
across departments and domains, and making it possible to analyze this data for 
patterns and insights.”
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To realize their vision, myCSN’s founders set out to deliver the solution and services 
municipalities and cities would need. This included a real-time, secure cloud 
platform with reports, along with advice and project management. “To efficiently 
collect data on behalf of our customers – and transfer it securely to the right parties 
– we developed our own myCSN cloud we could tailor to each city or municipality,” 
continues Van Maldeghem.
 
Because the company wanted to make the platform available to as many 
municipalities and cities as possible, it needed an architecture that would allow 
it to offer its service at reasonable rates. Initially the founders considered 
launching their platform in an on-premise data center. However, this approach 
limited their scalability and ability to rapidly deploy.
 
“Unlike other platforms of this type, we wanted an open, scalable platform that is 
affordable, even when handling large data volumes,” explains Van Maldeghem.
   
So instead, myCSN turned its sights on containerized architectures based 
on open-source technologies including Docker and Kubernetes. As Van 
Maldeghem explains, “We believe traditional application workloads like those 
based on virtual machines will diminish in a few years. That’s why we chose to 
go with a containerized platform and applications.”
 
To bring its vision to light, myCSN engaged Klarrio, a Cloud Native services 
integrator specializing in IoT platforms, Big Data, and analytics. Knowing Klarrio 
had experience building containerized platforms for IoT initiatives, myCSN was 
sold. “We needed to satisfy requirements for multi-tenancy, quota management 
and security, and knew it would take us more than two years to build this in house. 
With Klarrio, it took just months,” says Van Maldeghem.
 
Because myCSN wanted its platform to work with as many open-source 
technologies and applications as possible, Klarrio recommended Amazon Web 
Services (AWS) private cloud and Mesosphere DC/OS Platform as the backbone. 
It also suggested Kafka from the Mesosphere DC/OS Platform Service Catalog, 
which enables real-time data pipelines and streaming apps.
 

Luc Van Maldeghem, 
CEO
MyCSN

Much like what VMware does 
for hosting virtual machines, 
Mesosphere DC/OS Platform 
does for containerized 
applications. With Mesosphere 
DC/OS Platform, we support 
our multi-tenancy and security 
needs, gain a base for future 
functionality as a data broker, 
and can easily extend our 
platform with more nodes.” 

“
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By avoiding dependence on one or more proprietary technology vendors, myCSN 
can keep costs in check – and pass on this savings to its customers. “Cities and 
municipalities don’t need a huge IT budget to now operate smartly and offer better, 
more modern services to their citizens. Our platform and service is affordable for 
the largest city and the smallest municipality,” says Van Maldeghem.

Solution:
Mesosphere DC/OS Platform Provides Needed Flexibility 
and Reliability

MyCSN creates a minimum viable platform (MVP) customized for each city 
and municipality interested in operating smarter. Customers can use these 
lean versions of the platform to validate their pilot projects before going into 
production with a full-featured platform customized to their needs.
 
To ensure these MVPs can be launched automatically, Klarrio built a cloud 
automation layer. This combined with capabilities of Mesosphere DC/OS Platform 
and Kafka means myCSN can quickly prototype its customized platforms and 
start collecting data. “Going to market with Mesosphere DC/OS Platform gave 
us key IoT capabilities out of the box, for the agility and flexibility we wanted,” 
explains Van Maldeghem.
 
Because myCSN needed to enable its customers to manage their own containers 
and applications without impacting the workloads of other myCSN customers, it 
weighed two options. Let customers handle their own application development, 
or offer them access to open-source tools they could use to visualize their data 
streams. The second option is enabled by the Mesosphere DC/OS Platform 
Service Catalog. “No matter what language applications are developed in and how 
they’re structured, our customers can run them on the platform as long as they 
fulfill the requirement of the Docker template,” continues Van Maldeghem.
 
While the myCSN platform is currently running on Marathon, the company can 
choose to run a Kubernetes cluster alongside a Marathon cluster. Moreover, 
myCSN is using Mesosphere DC/OS Platform as a hypervisor. According to 
Van Maldeghem, “Much like what VMware does for hosting virtual machines, 

Mesosphere DC/OS Platform does for containerized applications. With 
Mesosphere DC/OS Platform, we support our multi-tenancy and security needs, 
gain a base for future functionality as a data broker, and can easily extend our 
platform with more nodes,” he says.

With potentially sensitive, mission-critical services and applications running 
on the myCSN cloud, it’s built for optimal uptime. In addition to using proven 
container technology that improves stability, myCSN automated the platform’s 
management using Mesosphere DC/OS Platform. In fact, Mesosphere DC/OS 
Platform is virtually self-healing. “We can get our entire platform online in less 
than 40 minutes in the event of a complete outage at our network provider,” 
explains Van Maldeghem.

Impact:
Enabling Smart Cities Instead of Smart “Islands”

With a guaranteed capacity to process 500,000 messages per second, the myCSN 
cloud has the power to process all of a city’s data in real time. The city’s sensors 
and databases send encrypted information to the cloud, and any authorized 
department and individual can immediately use the data in analysis tools, 
dashboards or other applications. “Our real-time IoT broker means every smart 
city or municipality always runs on the most correct and recent information, while 
enabling the most innovative services and applications for their citizens,” says 
Van Maldeghem.

Collaboration and scale are key to cities and municipalities transcending the 
siloed approach that has prevented them from being truly smart to date. The 
open nature of the myCSN platform enables this collaboration, allowing every city, 
municipality and application provider to connect to the platform.

By connecting and analyzing aggregated data from multiple domains, a city or 
municipality can gain more in-depth insights than it could otherwise. For instance, 
it could simulate the impact of how a street change would impact its mobility plan 
while also predicting the effect on air quality.
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Moreover, cities and municipalities can share their data – whether freely or for 
a price – with each other and even with businesses. This makes it possible for 
third parties to look for correlations across data sets and create new data sets to 
find new insights. Say a local company wants to develop a mobile application to 
help people find available parking spaces. The company could potentially pay to 
access the city’s data about its parking garages to combine with another data set 
about parking spaces on the streets.

Whether their customers want to make their data freely available or resell it, 
myCSN ensures the data reaches the intended recipient securely. The multi-
tenant nature of the platform means every municipality can access needed 
capabilities and data while remaining completely protected from all other 
platform users. At the same time, myCSN can even help cities and municipalities 
develop agreements to support their data-sharing revenue models, and enforce 
the associated access rights.

The data broker element of the platform is enabled by a scalable, hardened 
version of Kafka. While the myCSN platform collects the data from the sensors 
and devices cities and municipalities connect to the platform, customers manage 
their own data using an MQTT broker to both pull and push data via Kafka. “Using 
Kafka makes it possible for us to create a data governance structure, such 
as enabling one of our customers to share their data via an open platform or 
payment gateway,” explains Van Maldeghem.
 
Many cities and municipalities are using the data from the myCSN platform as the 
catalyst for smart applications. Innovative examples include monitoring shared 
bikes in a city and using artificial intelligence to predict the use of those bikes at 
certain times and under certain weather conditions. Another example is smartly 

controlling traffic lights in accordance with weather conditions and the volume of 
pedestrian traffic. If the developer agrees, myCSN can make it possible for other 
tenants on the myCSN platform to license and use the applications for their own 
cities and municipalities.

To date, S-Lim is the biggest myCSN customer using a proof of concept platform 
as a data broker. S-Lim represents 44 Limburg municipalities that joined forces 
to become the largest smart region in all of Europe. Because these municipalities 
exchange data cooperatively, they can introduce smart city applications quickly 
and affordably. One project involved procuring 1,000 video cameras, which 
municipalities can then purchase. One municipality bought and installed 180 
cameras so its police can monitor the city center from a gigantic video wall in 
the police station. While the police can use the cameras’ images for surveillance 
purposes, the municipality can use them to keep track of traffic volumes or to 
control street lighting.
 
“We want every Flemish city and village to run at least two smart city applications 
on our platform. It may be ambitious but we believe we can make our vision 
come true since our platform makes it possible to do so quickly and affordably,” 
concludes Van Maldeghem.

“Going to market with Mesosphere DC/OS 
Platform gave us key IoT capabilities out of the 
box, for the agility and flexibility we wanted.”
– Luc Van Maldeghem, CEO, MyCSN
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